Museum Fun From Home - Glitter Fish Mosaic!

Mosaics are assembled out of tessera (small pieces of glass, stone, or other nature-based materials). When made out of glass, these pieces are typically cut into squares or shaped using special tools. Your Glitter Fish will be an assembly of stickers!

Share your creations with us at info@cmfdl.org!

MEET THE ARTIST!

Anne Marie Price grew up in North Fond du Lac, WI and began her career as a mosaic artist in 2003. She is an award winning artist and teacher in Huntington Beach, CA. Anne specializes in creating natural mosaics with items found on the beach and her signature surfboards. Take a look at her gallery at: www.AnneMariePrice.com and find her on Facebook @ Anne Marie Price/AMP Art Studio.
Additional Learning Opportunities with Glitter Fish Mosaic

2-5 Years

1. **Trace and Cut** Simple Fish: Grown Up and child both hold the pencil and create a simple fish.
2. **Paper Tear**: Cut out Fish, tear colored paper into pieces and glue onto fish to create a mosaic.
3. **Count** the number of pieces of paper that were glued onto your fish mosaic.
4. **Name** the colors of paper used to create your fish mosaic.
5. **Discuss** Fish Facts
   - Habitat: Fresh Water, Salt Water
   - Food: worms, bugs, plants
   - Water Temperature: Fish are Cold-Blooded
   - Types of Wisconsin Fish: Walleye, Perch, Bass, Bluegill

6-12 Years

1. **Trace and Cut** out a Paper Fish and create a mosaic with colored tissue paper, glue and a pencil.
   a. Trace and Cut out a paper Fish
   b. Cut Tissue paper into 1 inch squares
   c. Fold tissue paper over the end of a pencil, Dip into glue and fasten to your paper
2. **Identify** Fish Parts!

---
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